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AN EARLY AL-SUFI MANUSCRIPT IN THE BODLEIAN
LIBRARY IN OXFORD
A STUDY IN ISLAMIC CONSTELLATION IMAGES*

BY EMMY WELLESZ
THE MANUSCRIPT
THE BODLEIAN LIBRARY IN OXFORD CONTAINS

a manuscript(Marsh I44) of "The Book of
the Fixed Stars" ($uwar al-Kawakibal-Thdbitah), by the famous Arab astronomer 'Abd
al-Rahman b. 'Umar al-Sfifi.1 It has 4I9
pages; pages 252-269 have been misplaced
and shouldbe insertedbetween pages 21 I and
2I2.
From page 405 onward the manuscript
shows more or less drasticrepairs:the original
upper parts of the last pages are altogether
missing and have been rewrittenand replaced
at a later date. The binding, in red morocco
with a flyleaf, was done at a late date and
rather carelessly,so that the inner marginsof
the pages are wider at the bottom than at the
top. The edges have been cut to suchan extent
*

I should like to express my sincerest thanks to
the Warburg Institute which allowed me to use their
vast photographic material and generously supplied
me with most of the photographs published for the
first time in the present article; to Dr. D. S. Rice,
London University, who furnished much information
and who also kindly provided me with photographs
as yet unpublished;to the Dumbarton Oaks Research
Library, Washington, D. C.; to the Bodleian Library
and to the History of Science Museum, Oxford; also
to Professor A. F. L. Beeston and Dr. Otto Paecht,
Oxford University; to Professor Richard Ettinghausen, Freer Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C.;
to Professor Oleg Grabar, University of Michigan;
to Mr. R. H. Pinder-Wilson, British Museum; and
to Mr. Marcel Destombes, Paris, all of whom helped
me in many ways.
1 Cf. Joannes Uri, Bibliothecae Bodleianae Codicum Manuscriptorum Orientalium Catalogus, vol. i,
Oxford, I787, No. 926, p. 20I.

that quite a numberof drawings are slightly
mutilated. A few pages are wider than the
others and have had to be folded back to
match the average size of 26.3 cm.:

I8.2

cm.

The figuresare drawnin blackink throughout,
except for the first three, in which the inside
drawing is done with a brownishwash. Most
figuresshow signs of tracing;sometimes,however, the actual contours are at variance with
the traced lines. The stars, on the other hand,
conform exactly with the more or less punched
marks which indicate their position. Those
stars that form the constellations are red,
their numbers are inscribed in black, and the
most important ones have their names added.
The stars outside the constellations are black,
most of them with red numbers.
The last page includes a fragment of what
seems to be the original colophon, with the
usual words of praise to God and His Prophet
and the statement that the book was written
and illustrated by al-Husayn b. 'Abd alRahman b. 'Umar b. Muhammad in the year
400 A.H./A.D.
IOO9-IO2 (fig. 35). In the
margin and at the bottom we find a Latin inscription written in Constantinople in I644 by
Christianus Ravius,3 saying that he supplied
2

An Urjuizah on the fixed stars was attributed to
a son of al-Sfifi bearing that name. A different view
is taken by C. Brockelmann,Ges. d. Arab. Lit., Supplementsb. i, p. 863.
3 The Keeper of Oriental Manuscripts in the
Bodleian Library, Mr. Sainsbury, kindly drew my
attention to the fact that Ravius (Christianus) is
mentioned in the Catalogue of Arabic books in the
British Museum, vol. 2, p. 507 (696.g.38).
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the missingparts of the text after having compared it with a more recent copy of the same
work.4
If the dating on the colophonproves correct, as most scholars agree, the Bodleian
manuscriptis not only the earliestknowncopy
of al-Siifi'swork, but with very few exceptions
the earliest example of Islamic book illustration. The existenceof the manuscriptis widely
knownand its text, together with that of other
manuscripts,has recently been used for an
edition of al-Sfif's work; 5 yet none of the
drawings have been published. This is the
more remarkablesince, apart from their historical relevance, they are of considerable
artisticmerit.
AL-SUFI AND THE TRADITION OF
CONSTELLATION IMAGES
Al-Sufi was born in Rayy in A.D. 903 and
died in 986. He was one of the greatest Muslim astronomers, the friend and teacher of
the Buyid sultan 'Adud al-Dawlah to whom
"The Book of the Fixed Stars," his most important work, was dedicated.6As he says, it
4 "Haec sunt rudera veteris scripturaequae supra
complevimus. ChristianusRavius, Constantinopoli,8.
Januar, 1644. Contuli cum aliquo Examplari M.S.
ioo annorum, id quod singulas figuras saltem semel
habuit et minus elegantes. Semperquehoc melius deprehendi recentiore illudque ad diem saltem habere
potui die ut supra." I am grateful to Dr. Hunt,
Keeper of Western Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library for having helped me in deciphering the handwriting.
5 Al-Kitab Suwar al-Kawdkib, ed. Dr. M. Nizamu'd-Din, with a contribution by Professor H. J. J.

Winter, Hyderabad,Deccan, I953.
6
survey of other copies of al-Suifi'swork, with
references, is given by A. Hauber, Zur Verbreitung
des Astronomen Sufi, Der Islam, vol. 8 (I9I8), p. 48
ff. Also J. Upton, a manuscriptof the book of fixed
stars by Abd Ar-Rahman As-Sufi, Metropolitan Museum Studies, vol. 4, No. 2 (I933),
pp. I79-I97.
K. Holter, Die islamischen Miniaturhandschriften

vor I350,

Zentralblattfur Bibliothekswesen,
vol. 54

was actuallythe desire of this prince to know
the fixed stars, their position within the figures and in relation to the Zodiac,whichcompelled him to write this book. He had convincedhimself that manywho pretendedto be
authoritieson the subjectcouldnot be trusted,
since their knowledge was not founded on
personalobservationand they blindlyaccepted
the errors of their forerunners, relying on
spheres which were worked by artists who
were not astronomersand who followed books
and tables which were not themselvesentirely
reliable.7The worksof the astronomerswhich
al-Siifi criticizes were, like his own, based on
Ptolemy's classical work, the Mathematike
Syntaxis, commonly called the Almagest,
which had been translated into Arabic as
early as in the beginningof the ninth century.8
It was, as is well known, a naturalprocess
with primitiveman to name certain outstanding groups of stars after familiar forms of
human beings, animals, or inanimateobjects.
A further step consisted in identifying these
(1937),
p. I ff. C. Brockelmann,
op. cit., p. 398;
H. Buchthal, R. Ettinghausen, and 0. Kurz, Supplementary notes to K. Holter's Checklist of Islamic
illuminated manuscripts before I350, Ars Islamica,
vol. 7 (I940),
p. 148. On the importance of the
Buyids as patrons of the arts, cf. G. Wiet, Soieries
persanes, Memoires de l'Institut d'Egypte, No. 52
(0I947). D. S. Rice, The unique Ibn al-Bawwab
manuscript in the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin,

Dublin, 1955.
7Description des e'toilesfixes compose'eau milieu
du dixieme siecle de notre ere, par l'astronomepersan
Abd-al-Rahman Al-Sufi. Traduction litterale de
deux manuscriptsarabesde la BibliothequeRoyale de
Copenhagueet de la BibliothetqueImp. de St. Petersbourg. Avec des notes par H.C.F.C. Schjellerup, St.
Petersbourg, I874, pp. 38-39. This book will be
quoted in these pages as "Schjellerup."
8 The earliest translator was the Jew Sahl alTabari. Another translation was made a little later
(in 829), on the basisof a Syriacversion, by al-Hajjaj
ibn Yuisuf. Cf. G. Sarton, Introduction to the history
of science, vol. i, Baltimore,1927, p. 545.
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celestial configurationswith mythologicalpersonages, even in linking them together into
heavenly projections of mythological events.9
Astronomy as a science had begun with the
Ionian philosophers. The first to compile a
scholarlycatalogueof the fixedstars was Hipparchos (active I6I-I 26 B.C.). He also constructed the first celestial globe on record,
though it is believed that other globes had
existed before.-0 His work was continued
and brought into a definite form by Ptolemy
about A.D. I38, and his catalogue of the fixed
stars forms part VII, 5, and VIII, i, of the

Lyra, Lyra, the Lyre.
Ornis, Cygnus, the Swan.
Kassiopeia, Cassiopea.
Perseus.
Heniochos, Auriga, the Charioteer.
Ophiuchos, Ophiuchus, Serpentarius, the Bearer of
the Serpent, with Ophis, Serpens, the Serpent.
Oistos, Sagitta, the Arrow.
Aetos, Aquila, the Eagle.
Delphis, DeIphinus, the Dolphin.
Hippou protome, Equus minor, the lesser Horse.
Hippos, Pegasus.
Andromeda.
Trigonon, Triangulum, the Triangle.

Syntaxis.11

THE CONSTELLATIONS

It may be useful to give the names of the
constellations in their original Greek as well
as in the current latinized form, adding an
English translation.

Krios, Aries, the Ram.
Tauros, Taurus, the Bull.
Didymoi, Gemini, the Twins.
Karkinos, Cancer.
Leon, Leo, the Lion.
Parthenos, Virgo, the Virgin.
Xelai or Zygon.
Libra, the Balance.
Skorpios, Scorpius, the Scorpion.
Toxotes, Sagittarius, the Archer.
Aigokeros, Capricornus, the Kid.
Hydrochoos, Aquarius, the Water Pourer.
Ichthyes, Pisces, the Fishes.

THE CONSTELLATIONSOF THE
NORTHERNHEMISPHERE
Arktosmikra,Ursaminor,thelesserBear.
Arktosmegale,Ursamaior,thegreaterBear.
Drakon,Draco,the Dragon.
Kepheus,
Cepheus.
Bootes,Bootes,the Herdsman.
Stephanosboreios,Coronaborealis,the Northern
Crown.
Engonasin,
Hercules.
9 Cf. Gundel, Sterne und Sternbilder im Glauben
d. Altertums u.d. Neuzeit, 1922, pp. 40-80. E. Panofsky and F. Saxl, Classical mythologyin mediaevalart,
Metropolitan Museum Studies, vol. 4, No. i (193233), p. 228 ff.
10Cf. on globes: Georg Thiele, Antike Himmelsbilder, mit Forschungen zu Hipparchos, Aratos und
seinen Fortsetzern, und Beitrigen zur Gesch. d. Sternenhimmels, Berlin, I898, chap. III. A. Schlachter,
Der Globus, seine Entstehung und Verwendung in
der Antike, Berlin, 1927, chaps. 2-6. Sarton, op. cit.,
Vol. 2, pp. 193-194.
1' Sarton, op. cit., vol. I, pp. 272-278.
The various editions and translationsof Ptolemy are listed and
criticized by 0. J. Tallgren, Survivancearabo-romaine
du catalogue d'etoiles de Ptolemee, Soc. Orient. Fennica, Studia Orientalia, vol. 2, Helsingfors, I928,
p. 2I5 ff.

OF THE ZODIAC

THE CONSTELLATIONS OF THE
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE
Ketos, Cetus, the Whale.
Orion, Orion.
Potamos, Eridanus, the River.
Lagoos, Lepus, the Hare.
Kyon, Canis maior, the greater Dog.
Prokyon, Canis minor, the lesser Dog.
Argo, Argo navis, the Ship.
Hydros, Hydra.
Krater, Crater, the Cup.
Korax, Corvus, the Raven.
Kentauros, Centaurus, the Centaur, with Therion,
Lupus, the Beast.
Thymiater, Ara, the Censer.
Stephanos notios, Corona Australis, the Southern
Crown.
Ichthys notios, Piscis Austrinus, the Southern Fish.

In his catalogue, Ptolemy indicates the
position of each single star of a constellation
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accordingto its longitude and latitude and in
its relation to the humanfigure,the animalor
the inanimateobject which is regarded as the
image of the constellation. Ptolemy's attitude
toward these figuresbecomesobviousfrom his
directions concerning the construction of a
celestial globe.12He says that its color should
be likenedto the darknessof the night, that the
contours of the constellation pictures should
not be too conspicuous,but that the stars
should stand out in their own shining hue, in
order to make it obvious to the eye that the
figures are merely imaginary formations to
to what exists in the
act as an aide-menmoire
heavens.
In connectionwith the catalogue he explains that he sometimes disagrees with his
predecessors-as his predecessors disagreed
with those who camebefore them-in indicating how the stars shouldbe placedin the image,
if by this he can make the contoursmore characteristic and more pleasing. This passage
shows that a certain flexibility existed in regard to the iconographyof the constellation
images. It is believed that globes of the kind
indicated by Ptolemy were in commonuse in
his day, and that his own work was based on
their figures. The globes also served to illustrate the Phainomena in which Aratos of
Soli (c. 300 B.C.) had described the starry
sky in poetic language and which remainedof
paramountinfluencethroughoutantiquity.13
As mentionedbefore, it is obviousfrom alSuifi'stext that such ancient pictures of constellations, in books as well as on globes,
must have been well known in the Arabic
12

Book 8, chap. 3.
op. cit., chap. 4; Schlachter, op. cit.;
E. Honigmann,The Arabic translation of Aratus'
Phaenomena, Isis, voI. 41 (I950), pp. 30-3I. The
poem was translated into Arabic at the beginning of
the ninth century by the Jewish astronomer Abui
'Uthman Sahl b. Bishr b. Habib b. Hiini.
13 Thiele,

world and have been used by Arabs before
al-Stifi'stime.
In his criticism of former scholars14 he
makes special mention of a book by 'Utarid,
written in the latter's hand and containingthe
48 constellationpictures. He also finds fault
with a big sphere made by 'Ali ibn 'Isa alHarrani, since its images reflected certain
errors committedby the scribeof a particular
manuscriptof al-Hajjaj's translation of the
Jlmagest whichhe himself had consulted.
'Utarid is probablyidenticalwith the arithmeticianand astronomer'Utarid ibn Muhammed al-Hasib who flourished in the ninth
century;15 al-Harrani obviously was the fa-

mous maker of astronomicalinstrumentswho
is knownto have worked in Baghdad and Damascus at about A.D. 830.16 Al-Siifi also
speaks about several globes made by the Harranians,on which the names of the stars were
inscribedaccordingto Arab fashion."7
In fact, in a Latin translationof an Arabic
original, a celestial globe, made of silver, was
attributedto al-Sifi himself, "ad usum Regis
Adadhaldaulat." It was on show about

A.D.

in the PublicLibraryin Cairo, together
with anotherglobe, made of brass, which was
attributed to Ptolemy, a fact which, as A.
Hauber points out, clearly indicates the intiI043

14
Schjellerup, p. 3I. He includes al-Battani
whom he accuses of having suppressedany mention
of stars on which the various copies of the Almagest
were not in agreement.
15

Cf. Schjellerup,p. 30, n. I, who refers to

Fligel, Uber bin Ishdk'sFihrist al-'Ulzm, Zeitschrift
d. morgenland. Ges., vol. I3, p. 631. Cf. also Sarton,
vol. I, p. 572.
16
Cf. Sarton, vol. I, p. 566.
17
Schjellerup, p. 12I. The Harranians were famous makers of instruments. On the importance of
the Harranian Sabians as the transmitters of the
Babylonian type of the planets to the Eastern and
Western world, cf. F. Sax], Beitrige zu einer Gesch.
d. Planetendarstellung in Orient u. Occident, Der
Islam,vol. 3 (I912), pp. I51-177.
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mate connectionbetweenclassicaland oriental
astronomy."8

Concerning the illustrations to his own
text, al-Sufi says: "We shall draw the figures
which gave their names to the constellations
on account of the likeness which was found
between both, and we shall assignto the stars
their right place within these figures,in order
to represent what is seen in the sky." Each
figureappearstwice, in symmetricallyopposed
drawings. For on globes, as al-Suifiexplains
later on, they appear as seen from above, so
that what should be their left side becomes
their right side, and vice versa. "But in the
sky," he goes on, "we see the stars in their
true position, because we look upwards from
the centre of the globe . . . and it is for this
reason that we have includedboth positions;
for otherwise the beholdermight be confused
if he saw the figureon the globe differingfrom
what he sees in the sky. If we want to see
the constellationsin their true state we must
raise the page over our head and look at the
secondfigurefrom underneath.We shall then
see it conforming to what is found in the
sky."19
In the main part of his book al-Sifi treats
each single constellation separately, giving a
full descriptionin which he adds his own very
importantobservationsto what he had learned
from Ptolemy, and from the Anwa', the system which had already been used by the
Bedouin Arabs. He quotes and comments
upon the Arabs' stellar nomenclaturewhich
was infinitelyricherthan that of the Greeks;20
18

Hauber,Op. cit., p. 5' (Ibn al-Kifti,p. 440).
The Latin translation (Bibl. Arabico-HispanaEscurialensis, I, 417) statesits weightas 3,o00 drachmae.
Drachmae with pseudo-Kufic inscriptions weighing
2.6 mm. were coined by the crusaders( W6;Vrterbuchd.
Miinzkunde, Schr6tter). We may assume for the
globe a weight of roughly i6-I 7 lbs.
"ISchjellerup, pp. 45-46.
20 Cf. The Encyclopediaof Islam, new ed. (I957),
article Anwa' by Ch. Pellat.

5

for long before acquiringany knowledge of
scientific astronomy the Arabs had become
acute observers of the stars which were their
only guides when during the hot season they
had to travel by night. The description of
each constellation is followed by a catalogue
of its stars accordingto Ptolemy; but al-Suifi
changes the longitudes by I 2 42', according
to his estimationof the precessionat the rate
of one degree in the course of 66 solar years,
and he gives his own estimate of the sizes of
the stars, which is often at variancewith that

givenby Ptolemy.2'
Little remains of those ancient constellation pictureswhichwere the ultimatemodelsof
al-Siifi's figures. The most importantconstellation pictures surviving from antiquity are
those on the famous "Atlas Farnese" in the
Museum in Naples (fig. i), a huge celestial
globe supportedby the kneeling figure of the
Giant. The globe is believed to be a Roman
copy dating from the Hadrianic Age of a
Greek original.22Though the Farnese globe
undoubtedlyhas its scientificaspect, it is not
designed primarilyfor scholarlypurposes, as
the one describedby Ptolemy,but mustprimarily be regardedas a work of art. The figures
stand out in relief, their positions approximatelyindicatedby lines of latitude and longitude; there are no stars, but they may have
been applied in paint and become invisible.
Generallythe figures are seen from the back,
21 Cf. M. Destombes,
L'Orient et les catalogues
d'etoiles au moyen age, Arch. Internat. d'Hist. des
Science, No. 37 (Oct., Dec. 1956), P. 342. Ibn alA'lam, al-Siufi'scontemporaryand fellow scientist at
the court of 'Adud al-Dawlah, had discovered the
more precise rate of 70 degrees.
22 According to Thiele (pp. 27-45, fig. 5, pIs. 26) it ultimately was derived from a globe made by
Hipparchos, a view accepted by other scholars only
in the wider sense that all later work was influenced
by Hipparchos. Cf. F. Boll, Beitrige zur Gesch. d.
griechischenAstrologie u. Astronomie, Sitzungsber.d.
Bayr. Akad. d. Wiss., philol. u. hist. Kl., I899, vol. i,
P. I20.
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as indeedthey shouldbe, since they are visualized by the astronomeras being suspendedin
the air, facing the earth. Nevertheless, the
artist aims at showingtheir faces, so that some
of them appearin rathertwistedpositions.23
Anotherclass of classicalconstellationpictures was found in manuscripts. They ultimately rest on the Phainornenaby Aratos of
Soli whichwere mentionedbefore, and survive
in many medieval copies, containingcommentaries and translationsby Latin writers. The
earliest date only from the ninth centuryA.D.,
but some of them are closely connectedwith
their classicalor postclassicalprototypes. The
Codex Vossianus in Leiden, a manuscriptillustratedby framedpaintingsof the constellation figures,whichhave been fully reproduced
by Thiele, seems to be a fairly accuratecopy
of a fourth-centuryoriginal.24Anothermanuscript showing very markedclassical features
is the fragmentary Aratos translation by
Ciceroin the British Museum (Harley 647).?5
23 Thiele, pp. 76-I7I;
Sarton, vol. I, p. 157. For
other less important monumentscf. Thiele, p. 42 if.;

Schlachter, op. cit., chap.

IO.

Cf. C. Nordenfalk, Der Kalender v. Jahre 245
u. d. latein. Buchmalerei, G6teborgs kungl. Vetenskaps.och Vitterhets-SamhallesHandlinger,femte Foljden, Ser. A, vol. 5, No. 2 (I936), p. 28 f. A. W.
Bywanck, Les principaux manuscritsa peintures conserves dans les collections publiques du Royaume des
Pays-Bas, Bulletin de la Soc. franqaisede Reproducp.
tions de Manuscr. 'a Peintures, vol. I5 (I931),
ff.
65
25 For this and other Latin manuscripts and on
the influence of Eastern science on the West in the
later middle ages, cf. F. Saxl, Verzeichnis astrol. u.
mythol. illustrierter Handschriften d. Mittelalters in
rom. Bibliotheken, Sitzungsber.d. Heidelberg. Akad.
d. Wiss., philos.-hist. KI., 19I5, Abhandl. 7; Verz.
astrol. u. mythol. illustr. Handschriften, vol. 2, Die
Handschr. d. Nat. Bibl. in Wien, Sitzungsber. d.
Heidelberg. Akad. d. Wiss., philos.-hist. KM.,I92526, Abhandl. 2; Catalogue of astrologicaland mythological illuminated manuscriptsof the Latin Middle
Ages, vol. 3, Nos. 1,2. Manuscripts in English libraries,The Warburg Institute, I953. (Harley MS.
24

Both these manuscripts,as well as others of
the same kind, do not aim at scientificcorrectness alone; the interest is focused on the
aesthetic and mythological aspect of the figures, more than on their relation to the starry
sky. Yet our knowledgeof the classicaltradition of astronomicalimagery owes much to
those comparativelylate and debasedconstellation pictures.
Two Byzantinemanuscriptsin the Vatican
Library, however, survive, which are of special interest for our subject. The one (Cod.
Vat. gr. I29I) is a Ptolemy manuscriptdating from the ninth centurybut obviously derived from a late classical prototype.28The

other (Cod. Vat. gr.

I087)

dates from the

fifteenth century,but is believed to be copied
from a manuscriptwhose illustrations were
closely related to those of the more defective
Ptolemy copy. It contains-as do some of
the previouslymentionedLatin manuscriptsthe drawingof a celestialsphere;it "showsthe
whole globe flattenedout, so to speak,into one
Panorama,consistingof five concentriccircles.
The inner circlerepresentsthe northernarctic
circle, then follows the northern tropic, then
the equator, then the southerntropic and the
southern arctic, the constellations of which
appear, of course, in grotesque distortion."27
Accordingto Saxl, who refers to a number
of astrothericerrorsthey have in common,the
647 is discussedin: III, i, p. XIII ff.) Cf. also K.
Weitzmann, Illustrations in roll and codex, Princeton, I947, PP. 72, 84, 85 (with notes), 105, II2.
28 A full descriptionof this important manuscript
is given by Boll, op. cit., who dates it 813/20. Cf.
also K. Weitzmann, op. cit., p. I58, with references.
27 Panofsky-Saxl, op. cit., p. 233,
fig. 8. This
manuscript is not a Ptolemy, but a Greek commentary on Aratos. Cf. Boll-Gundel, Die Sternbilderder
Griechenu. Romer, in Roscher, MythologischesLexikon,vol. 4, Suppl.,cols.869 ff., figs. I-3, I5-19; and
Weitzmann, op. cit., pp. 96, 144. For Latin parallels
cf. Thiele, op. cit., pp. i63-i69, fig. 72 (Codex
Phillippicus).
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pictorial tradition of these manuscriptsis related to that of the earliest Islamic constellation images that have come down to us, those
in the hemisphericaldome in the palace of
Qusayr 'Amrahbuilt by an Arabian prince at
the beginning of the eighth century.28Much
has been written about the outstanding importanceof the frescoes in Qusayr 'Amrah as
demonstrating the close connection between
late classical and early Islamic art. This is
particularlytrue of the way in whichboth elements meet in the paintings of the dome,
which therefore provide a fascinatingsubject
for comparativestudies (fig. 2).
As a representation of the "Dome of
Heaven" the cupola of Qusayr 'Amrah can
by no means be regarded as an isolated phenomenon in the classical and postclassical
world. It is, however, uniquein being utterly
devoid of any visionary and symbolical features; though the frescoes cannot be called
scientificallycorrect, they attest a thoroughly
scientificapproach.29
As on a celestial globe, the constellation
figuresappearwithin a system of coordinates.
The analogy goes even further and leads to
illogical consequences:as Saxl points out, the
figures do not appear as they are seen in
heaven, as one would expect when looking up
toward a domed ceiling, but they are transposed from left to right, as on the outer surface of a globe. Another illogical feature derives from the fact that the celestial equator
is placed considerablyabove the base of the
28 F. Saxl, The Zodiac of Qusayr 'Amra (followed by a study by A. Beer on the scientific aspect
of the dome), in K. A. C. Creswell, Early Muslim
Architecture,vol. i, Oxford, I932, pp. 289-295. This
afticle will be quoted as Saxl-Creswell in these pages.
It contains tables comparing the constellation figures
of Q.A. with classical and medieval examples. Cf.
also: Creswell, op. cit., pls. 48-50; A. Musil, Kusejr
'Amra, Kaiserl. Akad. d. Wiss., Vienna, 1907.
29 Cf. C. Lehmann, The Dome of Heaven, The
pp. I-27.
Art Bulletin, vol. 27 (I945),
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cupola, that, in other words, not only the
northern but parts of the southern celestial
hemisphere are encompassed in the single
hemisphere of the globe. The painter takes
the constellations down to -40 degrees; had
he rendered realistically the heavens as he saw
them at Qusayr 'Amrah he would have had to
include the southern heavens down to almost
6o degrees.30 As it is, the discrepancy in size
and shape between the figures in the upper and
the lower part of the ceiling is a considerable
one; the distortion would have been even more
accentuated had the painter been bound by the
heavens as they really were, and this may well
account for his self-imposed restriction. Some
of these peculiarities can be explained if we
imagine, with Saxl, that the painter proceeded
by transferring a plane drawing to the inner
surface of a dome-a plane drawing of the
kind which was described in these pages as
belonging to the fifteenth-century Byzantine
manuscript in the Vatican Library. The use
of this method and the astronomical errors
they have in common3' seem to demonstrate
that both the Islamic paintings and the Greek
manuscripts were ultimately derived from the
same or from a similar prototype.
The iconography of the figures, however,
is not always in accordance with that of the illustrations of the Vatican manuscripts. Some
are closer to the Atlas Farnese types, others
to those of the Latin Aratea illustrations. A
few foreshadow later Islamic constellation
pictures. The questions involved will, however, be discussed in the next section. Most
important from our point of view is the fact
that the paintings in the cupola of Qusayr
'Amrah combine scientific with aesthetic aspiSaxl-Creswell, p. 290.
both in Qusayr 'Amrah and in Cod. Vat.
graec. I087 Heracles is not placed between, but after,
Bootes and Serpentarius. For other examplessee SaxlCreswell, pp. 291-292.
30

31 E.g.,
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rations in a way unknown to the Western
world duringthe early Middle Ages.

pointed out that his Arabic name may be due
to the fact that his head lies within the radi-

AL-SUFJ'S ICONOGRAPHY
"The ninth and the tenth centuries"-to
quote Sarton's Introduction to the history
of science-"were essentially Muslim centuries,"32 and their activitieswere superiorto the
West in almost every respect. Not only were
the Arabic-speakingpeoples the chief recipients of Greek knowledge, but they developed
a great intellectualactivity of their own, particularly in the scientificfield; and astronomy
was amongtheir main achievements.
It is not surprising,therefore, that when
al-Suifiwrote his major opus some of the constellations had assumed a new nomenclature
and, in a few instances, even a changed iconography. It seems a naturalprocess that the
Arabs, working from classicalrepresentations
of the constellation figures, should have altered some names deriving from a mythology
which had no meaning for them, either owing
to a misunderstandingor else in an attempt to
findnameswhichcouldbe more easily grasped

his headdress is a mitre, in accordancewith
Ptolemy's text. Contrary to classical representations,where he is seen standingwith outstretched arms, he is here represented with
one knee bent and uplifted arms, a position
which he had already acquired at Qusayr

ance of the milky way.35 In our manuscript

and remembered.33 Usually al-Sfif gives the
Arabic transcription, sometimes the translation, of the Greek names, then the names
which had been assigned to them by the Arabs.
Cepheus (fig. 3), the fourth among the
constellations, and the first human figure, has
been given the name of "the flamboyant." This
name may be derived from the pointed Phrygian cap which in classical representations is
characteristic of barbaric kings and which,
painted in red, Cepheus wears, e.g., in the
Cod. Vossianus.34 Also the possibility has been
Sarton, op. cit., p. 543.
L. Ideler, Untersuchungen iiber d. Ursprung u. die Bedeutung d. Sternnamen, Berlin, I809;
Tallgren, op. cit., p. 215 ft.; A. Benhamouda, Les
noms arabes des etoiles, Annales d. l'Inst. d'Etudes
Orientales, vol. 9 (Algiers, 1951), pp. 76-2I0.
84 Thiele, op. cit., fig. i9;
Saxl-Creswell, fig. 348.

'Amrah.38

Bootes (fig. 4), the second human figure, is
rightly translated the "Herdsman," but is also
called the great "Howler," or "Shouter,"
probably from an older translation which misread Bo6tes for Boetes, or Bootes.37
Heracles (fig. 5) is called "the kneeling
man," or "the dancer," the former being the
correct translation of Engonasin, the original
name given to this constellation figure in antiquity. As a "kneeling man" without any
attribute which would characterize him as a
mythological figure, he appears on the Atlas
Farnese. It is a later stage which shows him
standing, with a lion's skin and a shepherd's
crook.38 This crook must have been misunderstood by the illustrator of our manuscript or
by one of his Arab predecessors, since in the
Safi manuscript he is holding a scimitar, an
Oriental weapon. Here, as in several other
instances, we are aware of a fusion of various
earlier traditions.
Cassiopea (fig. 6) has become "the woman
with a seat" (dhdt al-kursi), the seat being
described as "having legs like a throne, and
a cushion." The legs, ending in lion's paws,
may occur wherever classical tradition is kept
alive; the palmette-shaped knobs in which the
back posts end, on the other hand, are charac-

32

33 Cf.

Ideler,op. cit., p. 46; Tallgren, op. cit., p. 217.
"' Saxl-Creswell, fig. 348.
37Cf. Ideler, op. cit., p. 46; Tallgren, op. cit.,

35

p. 217.
38 E.g., Thiele, fig. i9 (Cod. Vossianus); Panofsky-Saxl, fig. I2 (Vat. Reg. Lat. 309).
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teristic of Islamic work. On the Farnese
Globe the chair stands in profile and the lady
turns away from the beholder; on the analogous picture of the Cod. Vossianusboth chair
and lady are seen almost en face.39 Our manu-

script combinesboth aspects, the chair being
shown as on the Globe, the lady as in the
Codex.
Perseus (fig. 7) is calledthe "Bearerof the
Demon's Head," al-Ghil, which in European
usage has become"Algol" and now designates
the most important star of that particular
constellation,the one in Perseus' hand. Contrary to classical tradition, the Islamic figure
no longer carries Medusa's head, but that of
a male demon, the streams of blood flowing
from the Gorgon's neck having perhapsbeen
misinterpretedas a beard.40
Auriga (fig. 8), the Charioteer,also "he
who holds the reins" (mumsikal-a'innah), or
"the goats," standswith bent knees and a whip
in his hand, and follows classical lines on the
whole. "The goats"-here not representedand "the kids" are the ancient names of
groups of stars of which the first are usually
at his elbow, the second on his wrist, and
with which he is actually seen in the Cod.
Vossianus.4'

Serpentarius,or the Psylle (fig. 9), the
"Serpent-bearer"and the "Serpent,"have not
acquiredany new iconographicdistinction. It
might even be said that our illustrator stays
closer to the early origin of the figure than
some of his classical and postclassical forerunners, for in his drawing the serpent turns
its head away from the man, as demandedby
Hipparchos and by Aratos and as demonstrated on the Farnese Globe, while in the
Vossianus, in other manuscripts,and also in

Qusayr 'Amrah, its head is turned toward the
man.42

Andromeda (fig. io) is called "the Woman
in Chains" (al-masalsilah), also "the Woman
who never had a Husband." She raises both
arms, according to classical tradition; but contrary to it there is no indication of chains.
Strangely enough, al-Suifi gives the following
comment: "This woman is called 'the enchained' because she stretches out both
hands." 43 In al-Suifi's description as well as in
the illustrations of our manuscript she appears
in two other variations (figs. II, I2): in the
one, two fishes of different sizes, one drawn inside the other, are laid across her body; in the
second, a large fish covers her feet. Here we
meet with an entirely new iconography, unknown to the West, which is partly due to the
observations and the nomenclature of the
Bedouin Arabs.
Al-Suifi says that Gemini, the Twins (fig.
22a), appear as if they were embracing each
other, since the stars of the one merge into
those of the other. From Ptolemy's catalogue
we actually learn that the one is following the
other. On the Farnese Globe, in Qusayr
'Amrah, and in the Vatican Ptolemy, where
they are seen from the back, they have their
arms on each other's shoulder, but are not as
closely, and unnaturally, interlaced as they
are here.44
Virgo (fig. I3), the Virgin is also called
"the Spike." The second name as well as the
first was derived from classical sources; it
arose because the fourteenth star, which is
situated in the left hand of the figure, was
named "Spica" and the Virgin was often represented as holding one or several ears, e.g.,
42

Saxl-Creswell, fig. 344; Thiele, fig. 21.
Schjellerup, p. i I9. For the figures with fishes
cf. Ideler, pp. 124-126; Benhamouda, op. cit., pp.
95-96.
44 Saxl-Creswell, fig. 34I.
43

89Thiele, fig. 30, pIs. 3, 4.
40
41

Cf. Panofsky-Saxl, pp.
Thiele, fig. 27.

240-241.
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on the Farnese Globe. These are, however,
missingin our manuscriptand so are the wings
whichusuallycharacterizethe Virgin.45There
is a curious diatonomyin al-Suifi'sparagraph
on this constellation: in the cataloguehe follows Ptolemy, who locates a numberof stars
in the wings; but in the descriptionwhichprecedes the figurehe assigns the fifth star to the
left shoulder,adding that it is "the one which
Ptolemy locates at the tip of the wing." And
about the sixth star he says: "It is found in
the left side, it is the one which Ptolemy says
is in the left wing." Since the wings were
omitted, the left shoulder had to be raised
very high in order to comply with al-Siifi's
indication that "the fifth star should form a
roughly straight line with the stars which are
in the face." 46 It seems impossibleto decide
whether this new iconographyof the Virgin
which, as far as my knowledge goes, finds no
parallel in antiquity,was workedout by al-Siifi
himself or by one of his Arab predecessors,
and on what grounds. Could it be that mostly
backviews of the figure,as it would appearon
globes, were known in the Arab world, and
that the Arab designerfor reasons of his own
would have found it preferable to omit the
wings in a figure seen frontally? One thing is
certain: the solution is a very successfulone,
the Virgo drawing being one of the finest of
the entire manuscript. The survival of both
traditionsin later al-Sifi manuscriptsis interesting and will have to be discussedlater.
Sagittarius (fig. 14), the "Archer,"also
called the "Bow." There are two classical
prototypes for this figure,both of which lived
on during the middle ages: the one is a faun
who bendshis bow in a standingposition (e.g.,
Farnese Globe); the other a centaur, also
45 E.g.,

Thiele, fig. 23, pls. 5, 6; Panofsky-Saxl,

fig. 8.
46

Schjellerup, p.

I59,

and also p.

3I.

about to shoot his arrow.4" Both Ptolemy's
and al-Suifi'sremarksare based on figures of
the second type, but whereas al-Siufi, in his
description and in the catalogue, speaks of
certainstars as being located in the "fluttering
ribbons of the headband," Ptolemy places
them in the "mantle." In fact, classicalrepresentationsof "Sagittarius,"e.g., in Cod. Vossianus, show him with a garment fluttering
from his back, and so does the Qusayr'Amrah
fresco. There, however, he is shooting backward, the "mantle"being blown forward, i.e.,
in the directioninto which he is moving. Saxl,
in pointing out the illogicallity of these proceedings, believes that the painter of the
cupolamay have mixedup two differentprototypes.48Al-Suifiresolves this incongruity,but
it seems from his text that this peculiarway
of representingSagittariuswas in the Islamic
world not restricted to Qusayr 'Amrah, for
his criticismof 'Utarid includesthe following:
"He states that the Archerhas his face turned
towards the East, and this is the way in which
he designs him in his book"; and al-Sizfigoes
on to explain that this was evidently wrong,
since the stars (as the figure rises from the
east) followed each other in the opposite
order, the point of the arrowrisingbefore the
notch, the notch before the hair, the head before the tail of the animal-"so how could the
face be turned towards the East ?"49 The
"Sasanian"origin of the figurein general and
of the headdressin particularwill be discussed
later.
Aquarius (fiq. i5 ), "the Water Pourer,"
also called "the Bucket,"is representedas a
young man holding some curious receptacle
from which he pours out a schematically
drawnflow of water-indeed, it looks as if he
"E.g., Saxl-Creswell, fig. 350; Saxl, vol. 3,
fig. 3 (Harley 2506).
48 Saxl-Creswell, p. 294.
" Schiellerup,pp.30-3I.
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(From an eighteenth-centurydrawing.)
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were squeezing it out of a bag. In Qusayr
'Amrah and even in the Vatican manuscript
Aquariusholds the urnupsidedown in an awkward way, in contrast to the Farnese Globe,
where he holds it by the brim, as one naturally
would.50 Our manuscript shows a further
schematization, or even a misunderstanding,
of the Qusayr 'Amrah type.
About Orion (fig. i6), "The Giant" (aljabbar) (also called "the Spouse," which
name seems to be due to a complicatedphilological error),51 it is said in the description

that "he resemblesvery much a humanfigure
.

a

. he holds a stick in his hand and is girded

by a sword." Again there are inconsistencies
between the description of the constellation
figure with which the illustration conforms,
and the catalogue, in which al-Sfifi follows
Ptolemy. According to the latter, the stars
I7-25
are on the skin which covers the left
arm-and this is the way in which they appear
in classical representations,includingQusayr
'Amrah. But in the descriptional-Suifistates
that these same stars are on "the sleeve of the
figure,"and in the illustrationthey are actually
placed on a sleeve which is lengthened far
beyond the Giant's hand.52 Also, the lagobolon or the shepherd'scrook, mentionedby
Ptolemy and characteristicof this figure in
antiquity, has become a club according to
al-Sifi. (The literal translationof the Greek
is "staff for flingingat hares," since Orion is
supposed to hunt the Hare, the adjoining
constellation.)
50

Saxl-Creswell, fig. 347.

51 Schjellerup,
p. 2I4,
52

n.

I.

Exaggeratedlylengthened sleeves are often used
in Islamic art to accentuatethe movementof a figure,
e.g., a lustre bowl in the Freer Gallery of Art, Washington; cf. R. Ettinghausen,Early Realism in Islamic
Jrt, Studi Orientalistici in Onore di Giorgio Levi
Della Vida, vol. I, fig. 5; or the Eumorfopoulosbowl,
cf. A Survey of Persian Art, ed. by A. Upham Pope
and Ph. Ackerman, vol. 5, London and New York,
I938-39,
p. 603. This feature may be due to Chinese
influence.

II

It is surprising (particularly when compared with Sagittarius) how closely the figure
of Centaurus (fig. 17) with Lupus, the wild
beast, follows its classical forerunnersin its
proportions and in the easy, canteringmovement of the heavily built horse. And if in the
Centaur's hand the thyrsos has become a
bunchof leaves, these are obviouslymeant to
be the vine leaves in which the thyrsosis often
wreathed. That this conceptionof the thyrsos
must have been suggestedby a classicalmodel
is made obvious by the representation of a
Maenad in the Pseudo-Oppianof the Bibl.
Marciana in Venice (Cod. Gr. 479), who is
holding a very similarbranch,this time of ivy,
"the branchbeing a deformedthyrsos." Since
the Pseudo-Oppianis believed to be based
ultimately on classical formulae, it may well
be that both the vine in Centaurus'hand and
the ivy in the Maenad's should go back, not
to the same, but to a parallelprototype.53The
way, however, in which Centaurusholds the
thyrsos in one hand and the beast's hind legs
in the other has no analogyin ancientart. His
gestures are exactly those of Sagittarius spanning his bow, gestures familiar to us from so
many works of Sasanian origin.
It is, of course, mainly the human figures
which were renamed by the Arabic astronomers, since their classical names were more
closely boundup with classicalmythologythan
those of the constellationfiguresbelongingto
the two other groups, to the animals and the
inanimate objects.
The latter are often reducedto their simplest form in the drawingsof our manuscript;
a numberof them are mere diagrams and no
attempt is made to give any perspective or
embellishment.The Corona borealis, for example, appears on the Farnese globe and in
53K. Weitzmann, Greek mythology in Byzantine
art, Studies in Manuscript Illumination, No. 4,

Princeton,195I, pl. 43, fig. I57, p. I30.
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the Cod. Vossianus as a highly ornamental
wreath;54 in the al-Suifi manuscript it is a
simple circle. The one object which has been
drawn lovingly and with great care is Navis,
the "Ship" (fig. 2I), both drawingsof which
are the only ones that extend over two
pages of the book. One fact, however, is
worth mentioning: Lyra is called by al-Sfi
"Persian Harp" and "Cymbal" (fig. 22b),
and also "Goose" and "Tortoise." In our
manuscript the drawing may be interpreted
as a schematized, not even fully adequate,
representationof a "Persian Harp"; but on
Islamic celestial globes and in later manuscripts the constellation image has often become a Tortoise, because the body of Lyra
was, in classical representations,often made
of tortoise shell.55
The animal figures also retain, on the
whole, the names given to them in classical
times, sometimeswith other names added to
the old ones. Aquila (fig. 24) is also called
"flying Vulture"; here a part stands for the
whole, for "flyingVulture"is the name given
by the Arabs to the first three stars and, in
particular,to the third and main star of the
constellation,56a star of such importancethat
it is indicatedby a bird on astrolabes. Cygnus
(fig. 23) is called al-Dajajah, which may
mean a bird of any description, or else the
"Hen." In classicalantiquitythis constellation
is usuallyrepresentedas a swan,57and as such
it also appears in Qusayr 'Amrah. The bird
of our manuscript,however, does not recall
54

Thiele, op. cit., pl. 6, fig.

20.

5 Ibid., pl. 6, fig. 38.
56 Note Schjellerup,
p. I05. For comparison:
Late
Sasanian silver plate, coll. Stoclet, in Pope, Survey,
vol. 4, pI. 225,B, and seals of the period. Orbeli
(Pope, Survey, vol. I, p. 741) believes in a possible
connection with the constellation figure.
57According to Ideler, op. cit., p. 76, n. 2, this
name was first used by Eratosthenes. Cf. also Thiele,
op. cit., fig. 29; Saxl-Creswell, fig. 346; PanofskySaxl, fig. 8.

any of those prototypes. Hydra, Crater, and
Corvus are each representedby a single drawing and are not united into consistent compositions as, on globes and in books, they used
to be in antiquity.
One animal figure,which does not appear
in Ptolemy's catalogue and therefore is not
numbered,is, as al-Siifi says, the figureof "another horse, which resembles a horse more
closely than does the "GreaterHorse" (Pegasus) .58 It is formed by a series of stars
which partly belong to the constellationPegasus. Like the drawings of Andromeda with
the fishes, which also are unnumbered,the
"Horse" appears only in a single drawing,
not in the double aspect of the other figures
(fig. 29).

THE TYPES OF THE DRAWINGS AND
THEIR STYLE
Let us rememberthat the Marsh manuscript is supposed to have been copied from
al-Sfifi's original by his son, only a few years
after the author's death. In such an authoritative manuscriptthe drawingswere boundto
be of first-classdraughtsmanship.Yet the main
interest was focused on the scientificcontents
of the book, of which the illustrations were
merely to form the visual counterpart. The
artist was therefore limited in his freedom,
and the figures had to remain true in their
general outline to their classical prototypes.
We saw, however, that their iconography
underwentsome alterations when they were
transferredinto the Islamic sphere, and even
more were the details of their appearance
and style affected by a natural process of
Islamization.
In a study of the humanfigures,it immediately becomesapparentthat their proportions
differ from what they had been in antiquity:
here they have comparatively large heads,
58 Cf. Schjellerup,
p. I22.
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short bodies, and well-developed hands and
feet. Their posture, too, is characteristic;
whether their faces are seen in three-quarter
view or in profile as in Perseus, Sagittarius,
Gemini, and Centaurus, the bodies are presented in full frontal view, which often is
accentuatedby outstretched arms, while the
legs are again set eithercompletelyor partially
in profile.
With the single exceptionof Cepheus, who
accordingto classical tradition is always represented as a bearded man, suggesting a barbarianking, the male figuresare youthful and
beardless. Their facial type is hardly distinguishablefrom that of the women. They
all have broad foreheads, full cheeks and
rather pointedchins,long drawn eyes with the
upper lid visible, and slightly crooked noses.
The distance between nose and mouth is unnaturallyshort, and the line which marks the
chin is set immediatelyunder it.
The drawing of hands and feet is careful
and sensitive, though, like that of the faces,
it follows a standardconvention. This is particularly evident from the semicircular line
that runs from the thumb down to the wrist
when the palms of the hands are visible.
All the youthshave their hair falling down
to and in front of their ears, sometimescurling over their cheeks (Perseus, Heracles, the
Twins). The womenhave long hair streaming
down their backs and the same "templelocks"
as some of the men. Sometimesthe rendering
of the hair stands out against the other parts
of the drawings owing to a profuse appliance
of black ink, a realistic feature, since it was
the fashion to dye one's hair.59
The style that has produced the type to
which our figures belong has been called
"Post-Sasanian," or "Perso-Iranian";6? or,
59A. Mez, Die Renaissance des Islams, Heidelberg, 1922, p. 369.
60 R. Ettinghausen, Painting in the Fatimid period, a reconstruction,Ars Islamica, vol. 9 (I942),

from its most famous representative,the "Samarra style." 61 As Dr. Ettinghausenputs it,
it is "a manifestation of East Hellenic art,
strongly reflectingSasanianideas," and it was
widespreadin the Islamic world. Before appearing fully developed in the 'Abbasidresidence town of Samarra, built in 836 and
abandoned 50 years afterward, it was foreshadowedin the fresco representinga musician
in the Umayyad palace of Qasr al-Hayr alGharbi.62It can be seen in Fatimidwall paintings, on pottery63and on the fragment of a
painted column in the Ghaznevid palace of
Lashkari Bazar in southernAfghanistan, attributed to the tenth or eleventh century. It
survivesin a modifiedform in the paintingsof
the CappellaPalatinain Palermoexecutedfor
king Roger II.64 Very similar types drawn
accordingto the same stylisticconventionexist
in Manichaeanmanuscriptsin Chotcho,attributed to the ninth or tenth centuryA.D.
All women,with the sole exceptionof Virgo
(and also Heracles), wear diademsof various
shapes, with differentkinds of rosettes, large
plain earrings, necklaces,and bracelets. The
same kind of jewelry was en vogue in Sasanian Persia and can be paralleled in Sasanian
art: the Nike of Taq-i Bustan, for example,
wears a diadem with a rosette;65 the moon
pp. II2-124,
deals with the chronology and with the
character and diffusion of this type, referring to E.
Herzfeld, Die Malereien von Samarra, Berlin, I927,

pp. 47-50.

Herzfeld, op. cit., particularly figs. 19, 22, 23.
D. Schlumberger, Deux fresques Omeyyades,
Syria, vol. 25 (1946), p. 86 ff., pl. B, fig. 4.
'I Cf. the reproductionsand references given by
R. Ettinghausen, op. cit., particularlyfigs. I9, 22, 23.
64 H. Monneret de Villard, Le Pitture Musulmane al Sofitto della Capella Palatina in Palermo,
Roma, I950.
65 Pope, Survey, vol. 4, pl. I64, A; or F. Sarre,
Die Kunst d. Alten Persien, Berlin, 1922, pl. 91; cf.
also K. Erdmann, Die Entwicklung d. Sassanidischen
Krone, with Exkurs 2, Das Diadem, Ars Islamica,
vol. 15/I6, pp. 87-I24.
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crescent of Andromeda's diadem occurs frequentlyon the headgearof Sasaniankings and
is included in the exuberant jewelry reproduced in the mosaics of the Dome of the
Rock.66Very similar jewelry is also worn by
the Manichaean ladies of Chotcho67 and it
survivesin later Islamic works.68
Essentially, all the figures wear the same
costume: it is a kind of girded, sleeved chiton,
crossed right over left, down to the waist,
with flaps hanging down at both sides. There
is a possibility that the round line at the base
of the neck may be meant to indicate that a
close fitting garment is worn underneath.69
There are differences in this basic shape:
sometimes the men's gowns open down from
the waist, so that short trousers become visible. Perseus wears long trousers; the women,
too, have long trousers which sometimes become wide and baggy. Only Cassiopea's are
invisible under her long dress, while Andromeda has a second, frilled skirt underneath
her first.
The way in which folds and draperies are
treated is throughout extremely interesting
and original. On the whole the folds follow a
fairly regular pattern. They are, of course, at
their richest in the skirts, which are gathered
together at the waist at regular intervals and
form looped draperies. The ends of these are
turned up as if windblown, falling back in a
swirl, and ending in a scroll pattern at the
bottom. This main theme is treated by the
66 Creswell, op. cit., pls.

2, I6, I7, etc.
A. v. Le Coq, Die Manichiischen Miniaturen,
Die buddhistische Spatantike, vol. 2, Berlin, 1923,
pl. 5, Band 2; cf. H. Monneret de Villard, The relation of Manichaean art to Iranian art, Pope, Survey,
vol. 3, p. I820 ff.
68 E.g., A lustre-painted bowl from Rayy. Pope,
Survey, vol. 5, pl. 646.
69 The young workmen in the frescoes of Qusayr
'Amrah wear similar chitons. Cf. Kuseir 'Amra, pls.
I8, 20. The painted copies, however, may be misleading.
67

artist in many variations: it is most elaborate
in the cascades of Andromeda's skirt, has
greaterlightness in that of Virgo, and is fuller
in Cassiopea's. In other parts of the garments, sleeves, lapels, etc., the scrolls are
simpler, yet they are derived from the same
motif. The unity, and at the same time the
variety, in the energetic handling of folds is
altogether admirableand matches the quality
of the sensitiveand unfalteringoutlinesof the
drawings.
To some extent the folds complywith the
conventionsof classical drapery;and it is apparent that in the last instance they derive
from the excitedlyflutteringgarmentsof late
so-called "baroque"antiquity. Their specific
stylization, however,was devised in the semiclassicalsphereof easternHellenism.
In discussing a group of silver vessels
(fig. 36) which he attributesto the Bactrian
melting pot of styles, Professor Weitzmann70
mentionsas an outstandingfeature the falling
of the women's garmentsover their feet, and
their spreading in waves over the ground,
where they form scrolls; and he traces the
origin of this mannerismback to the coins of
the Saka and Kushankings of northwestern
India. There is a close connectionbetween
this particular mannerism and that of the
"windblown"folds of fluttering scarves and
garmentswhich,mainlysinceShapurI, appear
on the rock sculpturesof the Sasaniankings,
and whichHerzfeld was the first to describe.7'
Similar folds are displayed in great richness
and variety on Sasanianand post-Sasaniansilver. Looking at the well-knownsilver bottles
in the Hermitage in Leningrad (fig. 37), we
shall certainlyfind that the ends of the dancers' garments, swinging with the rhythm of
70
K. Weitzmann, Three Bactrian silver vessels
with illustrations from Euripides, Art Bulletin, vol.
25 (I948), p. 289 ff.
71 Herzfeld, op. cit., p. 64; also Iran and the
ancientEast, I941, p. 314.
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their movement, form cascading swirls very
similar to those which we see in the al-Suifi
illustrations.72 Another example is given by
the much-discussed silver plate in the Walters
Gallery in Baltimore (fig. 38), where the
queen's double skirt is reminiscent of Andromeda's.73
As far as my knowledge goes, the al-Sufi
illustrations are the only surviving works of
Islamic pictorial art in which this particular
type of fold and drapery has not only been
retained, but has been used in a most competent and original way. Nothing similar appears on the few extant examples of Umayyad
painting; certainly not in the frescoes of
Qusayr 'Amrah in spite of the fact that the
chiton worn by a number of figures is not unlike the garments of our figures. Even the
flying ribbons of the otherwise decidedly
"Sasanian" rider of Qasr al-Hayr al-Gharbi 74
are drawn in a more illusionistic fashion,
which is nearer to a classical conception. In
Samarra, on the other hand, folds and draperies are more conventionally drawn than in
the al-Siifi manuscript. The cascading scroll
motif is used only occasionally, mainly in the
garments of the dancing girls, whose descent
from the Sasanian type in the Hermitage silver
bottles is obvious (fig. 39) . It is outside the
72

J. Orbeli and C. Trever, Orfevrerie Sasanide,
Moscow-Leningrad, 1935, pls. 44-47, discussed by
Orbeliin Pope,Survey, vol. I, p. 760, who datesthem
third-fourth centuries.
73 Pope, Survey, vol. 4, pl. 230, A. For the conflicting dates assignedto it, cf. M. Dimand, A review
of Sasanian and Islamic metalwork in "A Surveyof
PersianArt," Ars Islamica,vol. 8 (1941), p. 314,
who attributesit tentatively to the pre-Islamicseventh
century against Sarre's attribution to the fifth and
Orbeli's "post-Sasanian."
74 Cf. note 62, pl. B, fig. 5.
75The cascading folds are less visible in the costumes of the well-known, symmetricallyopposeddancing girls (fig. 39) than on some more fragmentary
paintings of dancers (Herzfeld, op. cit., pls. i8, I9).

Islamic sphere that a fairly close parallel can
be found: we have already turned once to the
Manichaean manuscripts of Chotcho to find
analogies with our drawings, and this time we
find an object of comparison in the garments
of a High Priest and in the draperies which
cover the desks of writing clerics.76
The treatment of folds and draperies,
whose forms, in spite of being rooted in classical convention are defined by linear rather
than by plastic means, may be taken as an
indication of the artist's truly oriental attitude
regarding the introduction of depth. In the
representation of human figures the third dimension, generally speaking, is admitted to the
picture plane only as far as it is suggested by
their iconographical type, and is indispensable
for their plausibility. Foreshortening and
overlapping of limbs occurs, but to a fairly
limited extent.
Most figures are shown as if they were on
the point of moving, or actually in the process
of walking, in a horizontal direction within the
limitation of the picture plane; their feet,
however, are not on the same level, and one at
least is seen in full expansion. There is a curious lack of poise in their appearance, as if they
were treading on air.
Cassiopea (fig. 6), the one seated figure,
seen mainly en face, with the chair drawn in
profile, is precariously perched on the side of
the seat, pressed flat against the surface of the
page. On the first image, her feet have been
left out altogether; on its symmetrically opposed replica, which is artistically less satisfactory, part of the chair is missing. These
facts, taken together with al-Suifi's remark
that she is sitting "with her feet outstretched,"
show how unfamiliar this attitude must have
been to the Muslim draughtsman.
The kneeling figures, especially Hercules
and Orion (figs. 5, i6), convey a certain feel76 Cf. Le Coq,op. cit.,

pl. 8, b.
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ing for depth in the position of their legs, but
this is again counterbalancedby the action of
their outstretched arms. Cepheus' arms and
legs (fig. 3), on the other hand, move essentially in parallel planes. It is not made altogether clear whetherhe is actuallykneeling or
whether he is performing some extravagant
step. The drawingof the Twins (fig. 22a) iS
the only one in which the artist shows himself
unable to transpose what was to him an utterly foreign artistic medium into his own
form of expression: no attempt is made to
definethe naturalshapes of the body; and the
decorativeunity is missing,which would have
safeguarded the artistic quality of the drawing. Perseus' (fig. 7) vigorous action, however, is beautifullyconvincing,yet it is closely
linkedwith the picturepage and, in spite of his
vigor and energy, he is standing as if in suspense, like a dancer.
As mentionedabove, Sagittarius (fig. I4)
recalls Sasanian prototypes. The fluttering
bands of his turban,the way he bendshis bow
with his head turned in profile and his body
fully expanded,the "double"or "Asiatic"bow
itself, are well-knowncharacteristicsof what
may be called the most common subject of
Iranian art. The figure seems somewhat incongruous,the problem of wielding together
horse and rider proving too difficultsince the
artist had renounced classical guidance (so
much more apparentin Centaurus). The incongruity is made even more obvious by the
fact that, owing to astrotheric reasons, the
horse's foreleg is unnaturally raised, while
the hindlegs seem to belong to a prancing
horse. Yet even this odd feature can be somewhat paralleled in a Sasanian hunting plate
where the hunter,accordingto Erdmann,was
fused from two models, one a galloping, the
other a buckinghorse.77
77 Cf. K. Erdmann, Sasanidische Jagdschalen,
Jahrb. d. preuss. Kunstsammlungen,vol. 57 (1936),
fig. i 8.
pp. 222-223,

The figuresin their poses and movements
as much as in their proportions, are far removed from the poise, the plastic modelingof
forms, and the symmetricalstructure which
surely must have characterizedtheir Mediterranean prototypes. In many ways their
artistic conceptiongoes back to Sasanianart,
where we find the same reluctanceto use the
third dimension,intense vigor, and sometimes
a certain fluidity of movement.78It is especially this latter feature which underwent a
peculiardevelopmentin Islamic art, and very
close analogiescan be foundbetweenthe movements of our figures and those which appear
in Fatimidworks.79
Oddly enough,it is in the representationof
some of the animalsthat the style is closer to
the classical fashion. This, however, seems
due to mere chance. The first drawingsin the
series (figs. i8, I9), the "Bears,"are carried
out in a techniquewhich, for reasonsunknown
to us, was discardedin the bulk of the manuscript. They are modeledin the roundby thin
brownishwash, a treatmentconveyingan impression of corporality which distinguishes
them from the other figures. Yet, even these
first drawingsshow a certaintendency(which
becomesmore obviousin the other animalrepresentations) to "dissect"the bodiesby curved
lines separatingtheir various parts.80In comparing the "lesser" and the "greater Bear"
we find that this principle has been applied
more forcefullyin the seconddrawing;a curve
runningfrom the eye to the ear encirclesthe
cheek, another divides the neck, etc. Draco
(fig. 20) is the last drawingto which color is
applied, but here its function is no longer to
78 Cf., e.g., the "huntress,"Herzfeld, op. cit., pl. 6,
with Perseus.
79 Particularly on pottery and in woodcarvings.
Cf. C. J. Lamm, Fatimid woodwork, its style and
chronology, Bulletin de l'Institut d'Egypte, vol. i8

(I935-36),
80 Cf.

pp.

59-9I.

Herzfeld, Op.cit., P. 57 if.
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accentuate modeling, but merely to form a
decorativesurfacepattern all over the body of
the reptile.
The other animals are, like the human
figures, defined exclusivelyby strokes of the
pen. Some of them are extraordinarilylifelike. This is certainlytrue of the variousbirds,
in spite of the schematicrenderingof feathers
in their wings and tails which are drawn after
a standard pattern, and of the calligraphical
design of their feet (figs. 23, 24, 25). However, the most impressive of them, Cygnus,
with its breast in full view and its claws outstretched in an almost symmetrical design,
brings to mind those heraldicbirds of ancient
Oriental lineage which appear so frequently
on objectsof Islamicart.
The "SmallerDog" (fig. 26) is partiallya
new invention,for in this picturethe hound of
classicalorigin has been replacedby a Saluki,
a typically Eastern dog. The "Bigger Dog"
is less convincingwith its long hind legs, one
of themraisedin a curiousfashion. The drawing of the "Hare" is much more satisfactory
in its vivid characterization. It is surprising
to what extent the spiral line of the muzzle
is apt to suggest its mobility. As in the bird
drawings, a kind of modeling is achieved by
linear means: tufts of hair here, of feathers
there, are drawn in thin parallel lines and located in the most telling parts of the body.8'
The "smallerHorse," "The Horse" and
"Pegasus" have identical heads, with long
drawn eyes (figs. 29, 30), calligraphicallycircumscribedcheeks (clearly noticeable already
in the "greaterBear"), and nostrils indicated
by a bean-shapedmark, idiosyncrasieswhich
also occurin the representationof most of the
other animals. With slight variations the
81 Parallels to the Hare occur in Islamic pottery;
e.g., the polychromebowl in the Louvre, signed Abu
Talib, eleventh century, Pope, Survey, vol. 5, pl. 6o8;
or, even closer, a champleve jug, Possession Mousa,
twelfth century, ibid., pl. 506.
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characteristiccircularline drawn from the eye
to the ear appears frequently on Sasanian
silver vessels (figs. 40, 42). The persistence
of this peculiarityis shown in miniaturesof a
later date, e.g., the animal drawings in the
Mandfi' al-Hayawdn in the Pierpont Morgan
Library.82

The Horse is conspicuousby a schematized
emphasison knees and ankles, again by circular lines. This peculiarindicationof the joints
by circles again goes back to Sasanian and
post-Sasaniansilverwork (fig. 4I) . It is also
very noticeable in the drawing of a rider in
the Vienna Papyruscollection,one of the few
Islamic drawings which may be attributedto
the ninth-tenthcenturiesA.D.83
Pegasus, if comparedwith the same image
on the Farnese Globe and in Western manuscripts, has gained by the fact that his wings
are no longer those of a bird but of some
fabulous,nonexistentcreature,a Senmurv,the
typically Sasanian dragon found in the stone
reliefs of the Taq-i Bustan, on textiles, silver
(fig. 40), and pottery, where it survives into
Islamic times.84
Among the imaginary beasts, Aries and
Capricornusare faithful translations of the
classical prototypes into a differentlanguage.
Others, Draco (fig. 20) and Cetus (fig. 34),
have acquireda new, more fantastic and more
sinister appearance. The latter, with upright
ears, the beard of a musk deer, and the snout
of a snarlingdog, brings to mind the heads of
82Ibid.,vol. 4, pis. 219

ff., andvol. 5, pl. 8I9.

On many Sasanian and post-Sasanianhunting
plates,e.g., ibid., vol. 4, pls. 2II, 2I3, 229, B; cf.
also Th. Arnold, A. Grohmann, Islamische Buchkunst, I929, fig. 4, a pen drawing, ninth-tenth centuries.
84 Cf. J. Orbeli, Sasanianand early Islamic metalwork; Pope, Survey, vol. I, p. 737. Also, Dimand,
op. cit., pp. I98-199; e.g., Sasaniansilver plate, Hermitage, in Pope, Survey, vol. 4, pl. 2I9; post-Sasanian
silver plate, British Museum, ibid., pl. 227.
83
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some of the "Senmurvs." 85 Taurus (fig. 32) is
no longer the realistic charging bull whose
hindpart happens to be missing; it has been
given a new, imaginative shape which in an uncanny way contains all the characteristics of a
bull and, at the same time, is of a convincing
decorative nature. The "Dolphin," represented even in Qusayr 'Amrah as true to nature as it had been in antiquity, has now
assumed a purely fantastic appearance. The
Fishes, whenever they appear, are seen almost
completely from above, their faces determined
by a series of symmetrical, calligraphical lines
which, beside forming ornaments of an almost
geometrical character, contribute to the individuality of the creatures (figs. II, I2).
Curiously enough, these lines are partly identical with those that define the Lion's head.
The Lion (fig. 33) is the only beast that is not
seen in profile. Parallels can again be found
in Sasanian and post-Sasanian silver, where
lions are frequently represented almost en
face, with similar spiral-shaped nostrils (fig.
42).86

Any further comment on the other animal
figures of the Marsh manuscript would merely
confirm what we know already: there is great
competence in the artist's way of handling
them, whether he keeps fairly close to classical
or oriental models or whether he follows more
imaginative trends. His mastery shows itself
in the skillfully drawn, sensitive contours and
in the manner in which lines and shapes of an
essentially ornamental kind are made subservient to his intention to depict the individual appearance of his objects and to imbue
them with a life of their own.
THE

"ORIENTALIZATION"
IMAGES

OF THE

Summing up what has been gathered from
85

E.g., fig. 40.

E.g., ibid., vol. 4, p1. 220, Hermitage; according to Dimand, op. cit., it is post-Sasanian.
86

this short investigation into the type and the
style of the al-Siufidrawings, it can be concluded that they have been thoroughlyorientalized. They definitelybelong to the class of
objects called "post-Sasanian."This term is
sometimes used in a wider sense but it particularlyapplies to objects that were made in
Persia duringthe first centuriesof Islamwhose
derivationfrom Sasanianart is obvious. Our
knowledgeof the art of that period is, indeed,
so fragmentary,and so little of what survives
is securelydated, that this rather vague term
was chosen for works in which the Sasanian
tradition survives, the age and provenance
of which cannot be defined, however, except
within a ratherwide margin.
No suchuncertaintyexistswhere our drawings are concerned. It can safely be assumed
that they are of the same date as the manuscript, which assigns them to the year A.D.
I009/I0.

We are, however,faced with the

question as to what extent they were original
conceptionsof an individual artist, and how
far this artist was following existing Islamic
prototypes or, in other words, at what time
the "orientalization"of the classicalconstellation picturestook place.
If we believe the colophon, the Bodleian
manuscriptwas copied from al-Suifi'soriginal;
this suggestsA.D. 960 as the date of the initial
type of the figures. But most likely it will be
necessaryto go still furtherbackin time, for it
can hardly be doubtedthat some of the books
and globes by earlierIslamicastronomersmentioned by al-$Sifiwere alreadyillustratedin an
orientalized fashion.
In this connectionit seems interesting to
quote from the fa tastth al-suwarwa tabt'h al
kuwar ("about the projections of constellations and of countries") written by the great
scientistal-Biruini (973-I048) .87 He states
87

H. Suter, Beitrage zur Geschichte d. Mathematik bei d. Griechen u. Arabern, Abhandl. z. Ges.
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that, owing to the great number of manuscripts and to the frequency of their copying,
the original correctness of the illustrations of
books by such authors as 'Utarid b. Muhammad (g.c.), 'Umar b. Farruchen al-Tabari (d.
803), or of Abui al-Husayn al-$uifi, from
whom his own knowledge was mainly derived,
had greatly suffered. And he goes on to say
that in books even the best illustrations have
the drawback of being separated from each
other, so that they do not offer a simultaneous
picture (of the sky). Such a simultaneous picture can only be presented on globes, "not on
small ones, but on big ones. But these are rare
and costly, and too big to be carried and transported and they are difficult to use."
In a later passage, al-Biriini mentions
having heard from his friend, the geometer
Abui Sa'id Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Jalil (al-Sijzi)
(c. 95 I-C. I024), that al-Suifitraced the single
stars as well as the constellations from a globe
by applying very thin paper to its surface.
Al-Biruini speaks rather critically of these proceedings before turning to his own, scientific,
method of converting a spherical into a planimetrical design.87a
We have, of course, no evidence at all for
the validity of al-Biriini's anecdote. Yet, his
remarks are of great importance for our subject. In the first place, they confirm the impression we got from al-Suifi's introduction,
namely, that of a wide circulation in the Islamic
world of illustrated works by earlier astronomers. Secondly, we learn that big globes,
obviously much bigger than any which have
come down to us, existed among the Arabs as
they had existed in antiquity, and that, as in
antiquity, they were objects to be admired
rather than used, in contrast to the smaller
globes which were designed for scholarly work
and for teaching purposes. The big globes
d. Naturwiss. u.d. Medizin, Heft 4, 1922, p. 8i. The
present writer quotes from Suter's translation.
87a Ibid., p. 86.
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were probablymade for princelypatronsonly;
it seems that the heavy silver globe in the
Cairo Library which belonged to the Buyid
sultan 'Adud al-Dawlah and whichwas attributed to al-Suifi,was such a major objet d'art.
(See note i8 above.)
Thirdly, it seems unlikely that al-Sijzi, a
younger contemporaryof al-$ufi, or even alBiriini himself, who must have known manuscriptsof al-Siffi'swork whichwere very close
to the original, if they did not include the
original itself, could have reported a story
indicativeof the most intimate connectionbetween the illustrations of such manuscripts
and the constellationimages on globes, unless
such a connectionhad existedandbeen obvious
to the eye. This would mean the existenceof
big globes, obviously made of silver-since
al-Birilni mentions their preciousness-containing constellationimages in a style akin to
that of the earliest Sifi illustrations,but, in
all probability,going backto an earlierperiod.
The frequent analogies between the drawings
of Marsh 144 and Sasanianandpost-Sasanian
silver, particularlythat they have in common
the fold conventionwhich is so characteristic
of our manuscript,would then find a most
plausible explanation: the engravings on
metalwork,includingthe "costly globes," and
the illustrationsof the earliest Islamic manuscripts followed an artistic tradition identical
in style.
From all this it seems reasonable to believe that an orientaltype of constellationpicture on globes as well as in books, came to
life when the East was made familiar with
Greek astronomy,a time remarkablenot only
for its scientificstudiesbut also for its artistic
activities.
This does not mean that al-Siifi slavishly
copied what he found in the works of his
predecessors. This would be impossiblein a
man who, as modernastronomersagree, competently criticized not only the works of his
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Oriental forerunners, but even asserted his
own observations of the stars against Ptolemy's. It is, indeed, muchmore probablethat
some divergencies between the iconography
of classical images and those found in many
copies of his work were his own doing.
It cannotbe doubtedthat this iconography
was scrupulouslyfollowed by al-$ufi's son,
when he drew these pictureswe know; yet he
presumablyincluded a few "modern"trends
into his presentation of the figures. But he
must have felt, as we do, that the treatmentof
folds and draperies constituted such an integral part of their aestheticaspectthat in carrying out this particularpart of his work, he
followed closely in the wake of his predecessors. We shall presentlysee that many of
his own successorstook a similar attitude.
In the drawings of other items, however,
he showed greater independence. Leaving
aside Cepheus' "mitre" which from antiquity
onward had a tradition of its own, all male
figures wear large turbans which, though
showing slight variations in size as well as in
manner, are essentially similar to each other.
Headgears not unlike in fashion can be traced
in Rayy pottery and in Fatimid art, where
close, if not identical, parallels occur in wall
paintings, on pottery, and also on the fragment of a drawing published by Wiet and
dated in the eleventh century.88 The artist of
the Marsh manuscript "modernized" the turbans of the figures, changing the headdresses
of their prototypes into those which were
fashionable in his own day.
TRENDS IN LATER AL-SUFT
MANUSCRIPTS
A comprehensive survey of the many al88 Cf. Pope, Survey, vol. 5, pl.
633, d; examplesin
Ettinghausen, Painting in the Falmid period: A reG. Wiet,
construction,Ars Islamica, vol. 9 (1942);
Un dessin du XIeme siecle, Bulletin de L'Institut

d'Egypte,vol. I9 (Musee Arabe), 1936-37, pl.

I.

Siufimanuscriptsstill existing in Eastern and
Western librariesand of the survival of their
iconographyin the infinitelymore numerous
copies of Qazwini's 'Aja'ib would present a
most welcome attempt to supplementProfessor Saxl'spioneerwork on Western astrological and astronomicalmanuscripts,and on their
relationswith the East. It is hoped that such
a work might be undertakenin the not too
distant future. At present only a sketchypicture of the proceedingsof later al-Siifi illustrators can be attemptedby comparinga few
drawings, of some outstanding manuscripts
with their predecessorsin the Marsh manuscript in the Bodleian. What emerges most
strikingly from this comparisonis the faithfulness with which throughout the centuries
a number of illustrators clung to an established pictorial tradition.
The likeness between the Virgo of our
manuscriptand that of the al-Suifiin the Top
Kapi Seray Library in Istanbul (Ahmet III,
No. 3493) (fig.43) datedA.D. II30/3I 89 goes
far beyond what might be due to astrotheric
requirements.The iconographicaltype is identical, sincethe absenceof wings is madeup for
by the raising of the right shoulder. Also the
similarity in the treatment of the folds is
astonishingindeed; it is true that some of the
inside folds show a schematizationunknown
to the older draughtsman,but those at the
bottom of the skirt are copied with great accuracy. And if the Istanbul Virgo wears no
trousers, this, applies to a number of figures
in the Oxford manuscriptas well. The main
differenceis in the changeof proportion. The
dress of the younger figure is "modernized"
by the insertion of bands with Kuificinscrip89This and the following Istanbul manuscripts
have been discussedby K. Holter in Die islamischen
Miniaturhandschriften vor 1350, Zentralblatt fur
Bibliothekswesen,vol. 54 (I937), p. I ff.; Die Galenhandschrift und die Makamen des Hariri in der
Wiener Nationalbibliothek,Jahrbiicherder kunsthist.
Sammlungen
in Wien, N.F. 9 (I937), pp. 36, 37.
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tions which adorn the sleeves and the ends of
the sash.
Not all the figuresof Ahmet III 3493 remain as true to type as Virgo (fig. 43). The
"modernization"has gone a little further in
Orion (fig. 45). Some figureshave obviously
been tampered with at some later period.
Others seem to have been drawnby a different
hand. But in the case of a numberof illustrations the connectionbetweenthe older and the
younger manuscriptmust be regarded as a
very close one indeed.
Another important Istanbul manuscript
(Aya Sofya 2595) is the autographof Nasir
ad-din al-Tuisi's90 translation into Persian,
whichwas owned subsequentlyby the Jala'irid
Ahmad ibn Unways and by Uligh Beg, and
which dates from A.D. I249/50.
Here, too,
a number of figures are intimately related
to the corresponding ones in the Bodleian
manuscript: Heracles (fig. 46), for example,
whose attitude and garment conform exactly
with the early model, although he now wears
a large, extremely ornate turban; Cassiopea
(fig. 47) whose diadem has been converted
into a crown; the Charioteer (fig. 48) has

bandswith Kuificinscriptionson his sleeves and
on his turban,while the cascadingfolds have
been transferredfrom the bottom of the tunic
to his trousers. The same is true of Andromeda (fig. 49) who, like Cassiopea, wears a
crown.9l

The representation of Pegasus (fig. 5o)

shows that the animals as well as the human
figures conform to the Bodleian manuscript,
though it is more ornate than its model, just
90Al-Tuisi, astrologer to the Ismaili governor
Nasir al-Din, later adviser to Huilagui, on whose
orders he founded the Observatory of Maragha
Cf. Encyclopedia of Islam, p. 980 (Stroth(I26I).
mann).
"'Analogies in contemporary and later manuscripts, e.g., Vienna Galen and the Demotte Shah
nameh.
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as some of the accessoriesof the figures are
richer than in the older manuscript.Also the
folds of the garments, in spite of being designed accordingto the former tradition,have
become more schematized. This is perhaps
most apparent in the other Cassiopea figure
(fig. Si), where the artist seems to have allowed free play to his imagination and has
invented new variations on the old scheme,
with the result that wherever the folds are
gathered together they form a regular design
whichis spread all over the robe like a surface
pattern.
But some of the illustrations were obviously added by a later hand, and will be discussed in anothercontext.
A Paris manuscript in the Bibliotheque
Nationale (Arabe 2489) is undatedbut is also

assignedto the thirteenthcenturyA.D., and
its drawings definitely belong to the same
group. The similarityof a numberof figures
to the correspondingones in the Aya Sofya
al-Suifiin particular is quite extraordinarywe only have to comparethe two renderingsof
Heracles (figs. 46, 52). There is, however,an
increasedpredilectionon the part of the illustrator for profusely ornamentedcrowns and
rich jewelry; Virgo (fig. 53) may exemplify
this point. Again, it is the wide trousers of
some of the figures which form the typical
cascadesof folds (Charioteer,fig. 54), though
others have retained their wide tunics (Andromeda, fig. S5).
In their proportions the drawings of the
Paris manuscript conform more closely to
those in the Bodleianmanuscriptthan to those
of later manuscripts,and some of the former's
idiosyncrasiesare faithfully repeated, even in
the facial types, though a Turkish element is
obvious (fig. 56). Also, the overall pattern
of folds, which we found in some of the Aya
Sofya drawings, never occurs in the Paris
manuscript,where it is replaced by a looser
arrangementof an essentiallydecorativechar-
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acter, less logical than that in our original
manuscript.
The tradition to which these manuscripts
belong is by no means confined to an early
period. It is widespread in time as well as in
place. The manuscript of the Metropolitan
Museum in New York (Acc. No. I 3. I60, i o)
is believed to have been written in the late
fourteenth century, probably in Samarkand.
Though very much debased, the old theme of
folds is still recognizable, and there are close
analogies in the general conception of the
figures (Cepheus).92 A much later copy, which
was used by Schjellerup for his translation of
al-Sufi's work is in the Public Library in Leningrad (Arab I 9 I, New Series). It was written in Nayin, in central Persia, on October i5,
i6o6 A.D.93 Its ultimate derivation from the
Oxford manuscript is obvious, though, again,
it underwent a certain process of modernization. The figures have slender proportions.
They wear the turbans that were fashionable
during the reign of Shah 'Abbas. The folds
are true to type, but they are relegated to
wide trousers made of thin material, and have
acquired a new, more naturalistic aspect.
Another outstanding manuscript which follows the same tradition is in the Bibliotheque
de l'Arsenal in Paris (Cod. I036). It is a
Latin translation of al-Sfifi's work, written in
Sicily in the thirteenth century. Years ago
Professor Saxl drew attention to this remarkable manuscript, and to its dependence on
Islamic models.94 His remarks can now be
complemented by our knowledge of the par92

Upton, op. cit.

Schjellerup, where all the figures are reproduced.
9 Cf. Panofsky-Saxl, p. 238, n. i i, and Saxl, vol.
3, p. XXII, n. 4I. (An entry referring to the catalogue of stars states that this catalogue was revised at
Palermo by means of the instrumentsof King Roger
of Sicily.) Cf. also Catalogue gene'raldes manuscrits
de France, Paris, Bibl. de l'Arsenal, vol. 2, p. 247 if.
93

ticular type of manuscript from which the
Romanesqueartist took his inspiration. For
the likenessof the Arsenal Sifi to that of the
Bodleian is striking indeed.
It is true that, apart from the usualchange
in headdress, the Western manuscriptshows
considerable differencesin technique and in
idiom: the figures are painted in different
colors, in a fashion that increasestheir compactness and plasticity, and the faces have
more expression (figs. 57, 58). The animals,
in particular,achievea monumentalitywhichis
beyond the scope of the illustrator of Marsh
I44

(figs. 59, 6o).

But the Western manu-

script reproduceswith remarkableexactitude
not only the outlines,but also many details of
its drawings; the garments are identical in
kind, and the treatmentof folds shows obvious
relationship.
A manuscript,which is now in the Top
Kapi Seray Library (Fatih, No. 3422), was

writtenin Mardinandis datedA.D. I I34-3 5,
approximatelyat the same time as the Ahmet III one. Yet, it is of a completelydifferent type. The drawings are less elaborate
than any so far describedin these pages; they
are mostly reducedto mere contours,the garments being indicated by a few simple lines.
All that remains of the exuberanceof folds
are a few meaninglessarabesques. Not only
its style but also its iconographyis at variance
with that of the other copies: Andromeda
wears chains (fig. 6i); the cushionis missing
from Cassiopea's seat (fig. 62), her hand
reaches backwardin order to clutch its pole;
and Virgo (fig. 63) has wings as she had in
antiquity.
The fact that the Aya Sofya manuscript
had a numberof illustrationsadded by a different hand has been mentioned above. One
of those illustrations is the image of Virgo
(fig. 64); and we notice at once that this
figuredeviates from the traditionof our Bod-
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leian manuscript,which, for the sake of convenience,we shall call that of "GroupA," and
that it must have derived from the same prototype as the Virgo image of Fatih 3422.
Apart from having the wings in common,both
have the same oddly-shapedskirts with parallel divisions from which all folds have disappeared. The Centaurus (figs. 65 and 66)
images of both manuscriptsconfirmour view
that the second part of the Aya Sofya manuscript and Fatih 3422 are closely related.
Both follow a tradition which we shall call
that of "GroupB," as opposed to the "Group
A" tradition.
We do not know whether Fatih 3422 iS
the first of its kind. One thing, however, is
certain: in its iconographyit follows classical
usage more closely than the manuscriptsbelonging to the "A Group,"and it is intimately
connectedwith the iconographyof the celestial
globes.

LikeFatih3422, a numberof the B Group
manuscriptsare fairly simple in design, for
example the Paris manuscript of the Bibliotheque Nationale, Arabe 2488, which, like
Ar. 2489, is believed to date from the thirteenth century. A confrontationof the Cassiopea drawings (figs. 62, 67) of both manuscripts may serve to demonstrate this point,
and to show that in both classes of al-Suifi
illustrations the once-established types may
survive for centuries.
Yet it would be quite wrong to believe
that all GroupB manuscriptsare of the simple
kind. One of them, in fact, is the best known
and the most elegant of all al-Siifi copies. It
is Ar. 5036 in the BibliothequeNationale in
Paris, which was Uligh Beg's personal copy,
believed to have been written in Samarkand

before A.D.

I437,

when this princehad the

astrological tables newly revised in his own
observatory.95The figuresare most delicately
95 Completely published, but in outline drawings
only, in the Hyderabad edition, cf. above, note 5;
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painted, they are realistic according to contemporary conceptions, and their costumes
comply with the fashion of the day. Here,
too, we find a winged Virgo (fig. 69) and
Andromeda (fig. 70) with chains. Cassiopea
(fig. 68), on her more elaborate, but cushionless seat, has the posture we know from other
B manuscripts and-another feature of most
Crater,
manuscripts of this group-Hydra,
and Corvus appear on a single page (fig. 7I).
Two illustrations from another Istanbul
manuscript, Pertev Paqa 375 (figs. 72, 74),
may exemplify the survival of the B tradition
into the sixteenth century. In fact, most,
though not all, later manuscripts belong to
the B group, e.g., the second manuscript used
by Schjellerup, which was written in Median
in i 6o i and which is now in the Royal Library
in Copenhagen (No. 83).
There are some manuscripts which do not
fall entirely into either group. It is impossible to say whether they represent divergent
groups, or whether they have to be regarded
as isolated specimens. One of those manuscripts is the British Museum SuifiArab. 5323.
Again, different hands have participated in
the drawings. It is undated, but the greater,
and at the same time the better, part of the
illustrations have much in common with Aya
Sofya 2595, and can be assigned to the thirteenth century (fig. 75). Some figural types
are almost identical, and so are the costumes,
and the fold convention, though some Chinese
influence may have already come in.96 There
are, however, some remarkable divergences:
a number of the youthful male figures have
partly by E. Blochet, Musulman painting, pls. 88-93,
and in Les peintures des manuscriptsorientaux de la
pls. 25-33.
Bibl. Nat., vol. 2, Paris, 19I4-20,
96 F. Martin, The miniaturepainting and painters
of Persia, etc., London, 19I2, pls. 85-89; E. Schr6der,
Persian miniaturesin the Fogg Museum of Art, I942,
p. 83, says: "Its costumes are Abbasid costumes,
rendered in a manner reminiscent of Sasanian relief
sculpture."
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been transformed into bearded men, others
into women. Both aspects of most of the
humanconstellationimages appearon one and
the same page worked into a consistentcomposition. Nothing decisive can be said about
the iconographyof the manuscript;the image
of Cassiopea is a poor drawing which does
not belong to the main set; and a few constellation images are missing, among them
Virgo. Yet, the connection with Group A
seems obvious.
Another interesting manuscriptwhich fits
even less into the generalschemeis Cod. Rossi
I033,

now in the VaticanLibrary,whichwas

written in Ceuta in Morocco in A.D. I229.97
Here both aspects of almost all constellation
images confront each other symmetricallyon
one page, and quite a few of the animalsand
of the inanimateobjectsare reminiscentof the
Group A manuscripts. Most of the human
figures, however, differ so widely from any
others we know that sometimes their identity
may be doubted. The Charioteer (fig. 73)
has become a bearded man, and so has Heracles, who has lost his scimitar. Orion is
without his sword, his elongated sleeve has
becomemeaningless,and he is standinginstead
of kneeling. Virgo (fig. 76) is the one who
most complieswith the A Groupprototype.
The style of this manuscript,so different
from that of any other al-Siifi copies, was obviously influencedby its milieu which was unlike that of the Middle East. We should
remember that Ceuta had for a long time
belonged to Islamic Spain and that, in Spain,
interrelations between Eastern and Western
art were not uncommon. Such interrelations
may accountfor some of the unusualfeatures

displayedin Cod.Rossi 1033. However,this,
like the British Museummanuscript,does not
97 Cf. H. Tietze, Die illuminiertenHandschriften
d. Rossiana in Wien-Lainz, Leipzig, i9ii, p. 184,

No. 378.

display an iconographyof its own; both must
be regarded as interestingvariations of those
manuscriptswhich follow the A Group tradition.98
We are now faced with the problem of
explaining the existence of two differenticonographies in al-Stfi drawingS. The iconographicdisparityalso has stylisticimplications,
since the A Group is characterizedby that
particular mannerismof folds which can be
traced back to Marsh 144 but which, according to the hypothesis put forward in these
pages, goes back to an older tradition of
artistic conventions.
It may be useful, at this point, to recall
al-Biriini'smentionof small globes as opposed
to the "big and costly globes" whose style we
believe to have survivedin Marsh I44 as well
as in other manuscriptsof the same class.
It is not impossiblethat some of the countless globes made of cheap material which circulated in the Hellenistic world I had come
down to Islamic times, and we may certainly
assume that the intensive study of the Almagest promoted the construction of wooden
globes on which, according to Ptolemy's instructions,greater stress was put on the stars
themselves than on the constellation images,
on the real thing instead of the fictitious.100
Such globes were undoubtedlymade by the
astronomersthemselves,while the finer specimens were presumablyconstructedin collaboration with professional craftsmen.10'The
98 Another extremely interesting variation is represented by the Bodleian Manuscript Hunt 2i2, a
few illustrations of which contain certain items derived from the nomenclatureof the Arabs.
Il Cf. Schlachter, op. cit., chaps. 5-9.
100In fact, a wooden globe, but gilt, was constructed by Qaysar, the same one who constructedthe
Cf. L. A.
globe in Naples, Museo Nationale (I225).
Mayer, Islamic astrolabistsand their works, Geneva,

1956.

101According to Mayer, the astrolabists,some of
whom also made globes, were astronomersof some
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figures,then, would be drawn on simple lines,
rather like diagrams meant to illustrate a
scientifictext. They would hardly be affected
by any implications of style or by artistic
imagination,and would, therefore, show only
such alterations in iconography as were imposed by the Arabic translations. In fact, the
earliest globes which have come down to us,
though made of bronze, have a simple, rather
crude design. The figures are engraved in
outline only, without any indicationof clothing, though their attributes,which are essential to their character,are easily recognizable.
Their iconography is, as stated before, that
found in the B Group of Sfifi manuscripts.'02
Some of the later globes are more sophisticated: it is not impossiblethat by then the big
globes had altogether gone out of fashion
and were replaced by those of smaller dimensions.
On the Dresden globe,'03made at Hulagu
Khan's court at Maraghah, the figures show
considerablerealismand their headdressesand
sort. Yet they also producedmetal objectswhich were
not connected with astronomy, ibid., pp. 13, I4, 2I.
The figures of the Zodiac, usually combined with
those of the planets, are frequently used in the decoration of metalwork. Since their iconographydoes not
show the same scientificapproachas that of the manuscripts and the globes, they are irrelevant to our subject.
102 Florence, Museo Nationale di Storia delle
Scienze, No. 27I2, by Ibr&himb. Said in Valencia
(cf. F. Meucci, II Globo Cel. Arabico, Florence,
i8i8). A similar globe, undated, is in Paris, Bibl.
Nat., Geographie,Res. GE.A 325. For Islamic globes
in general, cf. Sarton, op. cit., vol. 2, p. I014; E. L.
Stevenson, Terrestrial and celestial globes, New Haven, 1921, with an extensive bibliography (pp. 3334); M. Destombes, Globes c6lestes et catalogues
d'etoiles orientaux du Moyen-Age, Vylje Congres
international d'Histoire des Sciences, Florence, 3-9
September, I956.
103 Made by Mohammed ben Movajid Alardhi;
published by A. Drechsler, Der Arabische HimmelsSalon in Dresglobus im mathematisch-physikalischen
den, 1873.
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garments are clearly defined. But they reflect
the fashion of their own day, and are in no
way reminiscent of the idealized garments
which appear in the A Group of manuscripts.
The iconographyis that of the B Groupmanuscripts. As far as I know, the globe in the
British Museum,10'made in Mosul in I275,
is the only one which deviates from this
iconographyinsofar as Virgo has no wings.
However, she seems to hold a spike in her
hand. Actually, the engraving is somewhat
rubbedoff at that particularplace. Others of
the same and of a later period again comply
with the B Group manuscripts.'05
How can we accountfor the fact that the
iconography of the small globes was taken
over by some copyists of al-Sfi;'s work while
others faithfully followed the tradition which
we believe to have been developed by al-S$ufi
himself and which, if we follow al-Birfini,was
connectedwith the traditionof the big globes?
Unfortunately,thereis no cluewhichwould
suggest an authoritativeanswer. The following possibilitymay perhapsbe suggested: that
some early copyist of al-Siifi's book, finding
the illustrationstoo elaborate to be followed
even by tracing, took refuge in the simpler
drawingsof some globe whichhe had in hand.
The Istanbul manuscript Fatih 3422 could
easily be the outcomeof such proceedings.
When once established,this second tradition may have been followed and improved
upon by other copyists. It is understandable
that a patron like Uligh Beg might have pre104

Dept. of Oriental Antiquities No. 7I. 3.I.I.
(formerly in the Royal Asiatic Society) made in
Mosul by Muhammadb. Hilal in 1257. Cf. B. Dorn,
Mem. Royal Asiatic Society, vol. 2I, No. 2 (I829).
This is the largest of all surviving globes, with a
diameter of 240 mm.
105 E.g., Oxford Science Museum, made by Umar
ibn Dawlatshah al-Kirmani in I362-63. Cf. R. T.
Gunther, Early science in Oxford, vol. 2, Oxford,
p. 247, or a much later globe in the same
1923,
Museum, made in Lahore i663-64.
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ferred a prototypewhichwouldleave complete
freedom to the artist in choosingthe garb and
attire of his figures to another which would
impose its own, more rigid, conventions. Also
he might have been partial, and others with
him, to an iconographywhich was closer to
that of the classicaloriginalsthanthe onewhich
was followed by al-Siifi himself.
Anotherpossibilityought to be considered:
it could well be that some astronomersother
than al-Siifi had, in their books, followed an
iconographydifferingfrom his and analogous
to that of the small globes; this might, for the
reasons mentionedabove, have slipped into a
copy of his own work.
If we comparethe constellationimages of
the various al-Suifi manuscripts with other
miniatureswe shall find that only the later
manuscriptsof the B Group seem to fit entirely into the general framework of contemporarybook illustrations.
Taken as an entity, the images, particularly those of the A Group,representa tradition whichis uniquein Islamicminiaturepainting. They are, of course, subject to the same
evolutionaryprocessas other works. To quote
one exampleonly, there is a markeddifference
between the drawings in Marsh I44 on the
one hand, and those of Arabe 2489 in the
BibliothequeNationale on the other. Also,
certain parallels can be found between the
drawings of al-$ufi manuscripts and other
miniatures of the same period.'"6More ex106

Cf. H. Buchthal, "Helenistic" miniatures,Ars

Islamica,vol. 7

(1940),

p. 127.

tensive studies might work such developments
and analogiesinto a more coherentpattern.
Yet, withinthelimitationsmentionedabove,
the constellation pictures will always hold a
place of their own. This is not due altogether
to their derivation from classical prototypes.
Other miniatures were closely connected with
Greek book illustrations, as we know.'07 The
most interesting feature of the al-Siifi drawings lies not in their resemblance to, but rather
in the degree of their independence of, these
prototypes. For, surely, their style is far remote from anything which existed either in
the Western or in the Byzantine world. Unlike the paintings of Qusayr 'Amrah, which
represent the very first stage of this evolution,
they have been completely orientalized.
It is hard to imagine that this process could
have taken place as an isolated phenomenon.'08
We are only able to visualize it against an artistic background where other similar achievements were accomplished. If seen in this light,
the drawings attain an importance far beyond
their artistic and scientific merit; for they help
to throw some light on the beginnings of Islamic book illustration, which up to now have
been almost completely obscure.
107 Ibid., and Early Islamic miniaturesfrom Baghdad, Journal of the Walters Art Gallery, vol. 5
(1942),
pp.
K. Weitzmann, The Greek
I9-39;
sources of Islamic scientific illustrations, Archaeologica Orientalia in memoriam Ernst Herzfeld, pp.
244-266.
108 On the early existence of miniature paintings
in Persia, cf. L. Binyon, J. V. S. Wilkinson, B. Gray,
Persian miniature painting, London, 1933, with references, pp. I7, i8.
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HermitageMuseum,Leningrad;Pope,Survey,plate219 (cf. note 82). HermitageMuseum,Leninigrad;
Pope,Suirvey,plate220 (cf. note 86).
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MetropolitanMuseum, New York; Pope, Survey,plate 213 (cf. note 83).
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FIG. 45-ORION.

VIRGO.

Istanbul, Ahmet III Libr., Ms. 3493 (24.5 :15.8cm.).
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Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms. Arabe 2489.
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Istanbul, Top Kapi Seray Libr., Ms. Fatih 3422 (29.7: 20.6cm.).
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Istanbul, Haya Sofya Libr., Ms. 2595.
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Paris, Bibi. Nat., Arabe 2488.
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FIG. 7-VIRGO.

FIG. 72-CASSIOPEA.

Istanbul, Pertev Paga Libr. 375.

Istanbul, Pertev Paca Libr. 375.
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Rome, Vatican L

Rome, Vatican Libr., Ross

London, British Museum, Ar. 5323 (27.5 :15.4 cm.).

